Three Day Workshops
1 Aurora Rose
with Rachelle Denneny
Sat 14 / Sun 15 / Mon 16
Size - 210 cm square

or

88” square

Aurora Rose was designed as Rachelle’s 2017 Block of the Month
Class. It features a variety of techniques to learn and enjoy.
Starting with the gorgeous centre of foundation pieced stars
surrounded by curved appliqué, the quilt slowly grows around
this with floral appliqué and piecing. Over the three days, the
main aspects of the quilt, different appliqué techniques, colour
placement and construction will be covered. The design looks
fabulous in both modern and traditional fabrics so grab your
favourites and let’s get started. The class is suitable for skill levels
ranging from confident beginner with basic knowledge to
advanced. The pattern book will be included as part of the class;
an optional acrylic template set will be available for purchase if
desired.

2
Dyeing to Print with Hilary Peterson
Sat 14 / Sun 15 / Mon 16
Using dyes from plants found locally, you will explore
various marking making processes, created by simple
shibori techniques with fabric or paper if you wish.
Simple printing methods, such as lino, easy carve
blocks and stencils, with fabric and paper will be
investigated. The printing blocks and stencils will
reflect your personal interests, and will be taken from
reference materials. Hilary will teach you to use
layering with a variety of fabrics including sheers and
those of heavier weight to create depth and mystery
in your work. Hand stitching will give contrast and
texture. Suitable for all levels.

Two Day Workshops
3 Fish and Chips
with Leslie Edwards
Sat 14 / Sun 15
Size – 104 cm x 145 cm or
41” x 57”
Leslie’s Fish and Chips quilt provides an opportunity to have lots of fun with
colour. The various fish blocks provide an opportunity to use bright and
glittering fabrics.
Pick a solid or “reads like solid” fabric for the fish squares. For the alternate
squares, choose a fabric that looks like the sea – blue water, green
seaweed, small fish, scuba divers, and dolphins – let your imagination take
over. The fish are fused onto the background fabric while the “chips” blocks
use improvisational piecing and cutting freeform to create a random
looking border. This is a fun and forgiving technique. This class is suitable
for all skill levels.
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